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Neil makes
a comet

Eric mans the New
Member Table

Nancy wows ’em
with slides

Brock comes
prepared.

Robert continues to make
the heavens accessible

Sammy gets
 ready.

Mark explains
the Universe

First School Star Party of the Year
by Dan Richey

On October 2nd TAAS had its first school star party for this academic year.
Inez Elementary School has been visited by TAAS on several occassions, and as
always, the turn out was great..  We had good weather, although, a less than perfect
sky.  The full moon and scattered clouds hindered us somewhat, but we still put
on a great show.

Robert manned the Star lab and he gave his usual fact filled tour of the heavens.
The lines were long, but thanks to some teacher-volunteers, they kept moving
and everyone was accomodated.  This is always our most popular event.

Neil stepped in and made some very credible comets.  The looks on the faces
of the kids and their parents told the story.
Making the marvels of the universe come down
to Earth is always a powerful means of
educating children, and Neil did a wonderful
job.

Sammy, Brock and others brought their
telescopes and delighted the youngsters.  There is nothing like actually looking
at an object to bring it to life.  The moon, while sometimes a pain for us, is
incredibly popular with the kids.  Mars presented another inviting target, and
there were some faint fuzzies in the mix also.

Nancy presented her slide show with her usual skill, and it was well
received.  Nancy and I sometimes feel we would rather be outside with the
telescopes, but the enthusiasm of our audiences make it all worthwhile.  The
kids sure keep us on our toes.  Often their questions are well thought out and
way over our heads.

Mark gave a great lecture and demonstration on meteors, spectography,
and other pertinent topics.  Mark is new to being a docent, and he is doing a
great job.  It’s a pleasure to have new docents come into the group.

Eric manned the membership table.  This is something new for this year.  It
is an effort to get out information about TAAS and hopefully get some new
members in the process.  Eric also delighted the kids with a 3D poster about

the Sun.  This guy should be in sales.
Our next star party is October 30th at la Mesa Elementary.  Come join us.  You will be glad you did.

Neil makes a
comet.
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by Eric Bucheit

President’s Update

As the year winds down, I would like to take this

opportunity to thank all the members who have put their

hearts and souls into the successes of our Society.  We have

an outstanding membership, who always come though at

the right time, with the right effort, to insure the success

of whatever project the Society deems necessary to

progress with our goals and aspirations.  Due to your

generous time and effort we can be proud of our

organization and facilities.   In order to properly recognize

the many docent participants, I would like the owners of

each Star Party this year to provide me with a list of the

docents who provided their time to each event.  In

addition, I would like anyone who feels special recognition

is in order for any member or group of members, to notify

me with the pertinent information regarding those

members. Please help me to recognize these deserving

individuals, I look forward to your responses.

     Regarding Club Business . . . our Society has a new

method for fundraising activities.  This month we are

providing a Star Party for a private organization to test

that method.   Our Society was asked to put on a Star Party

for Sandler Productions - a company that organizes

conventions, conferences, and meetings.  The theme  for a

dinner at the Hyatt Tamaya Resort in Bernalillo is

‘Moonlight Extravaganza’ and ‘Starry Starry Nights’.

Sadler Productions thought it would be appropriate to

have night sky viewing available for this event.  Bruce

Levin volunteered to lead this expedition into fund raising.

This is not an ‘Official’ TAAS event, as it is not open to the

general public, but we hope the benefits of this event will

further the goals of our Society by providing some much

needed financial support.  Since we first agreed to this,

we have received other inquiries for similar events, giving

us  a perpetual source of funding.  I will report more on

this in the next issue of  The Sidereal Times.

     Other business are the upcoming training sessions

for our Society.  On October 20, we will have Key Holder

Training at the GNTO.  This is YOUR facility and the best

way to take advantage of it is to become qualified as a

Key Holder.  Being qualified to use the GNTO without

supervision is one of the most EXCITING activities in our

Society (see page 9 for November date).  On November 6th,

the School Star Party Docent Training will be held at

Tomasita Elementary School.  Please contact Judy Stanley

for more information and become a DOCENT for the School

Star Parties.  This is the most REWARDING part of our

society as you get the greatest feeling when you see the

wonder and amazement in the eyes of the students (and

their parents) when they are introduced to Astronomy.  The

next School Star Party will be on October 30th.  Contact

Judy to schedule your participation (see page 1).

     The General meeting this Month will again be at

Regener Hall and will feature Frans Rietmeijer PhD. with a

lecture on ‘The Leonids’ (see pages 6 & 13). This promises to

be a great prelude to this annual meteor shower.  Also

remember every Friday Night at UNM our society shares

the night sky with the general public.  This is a great

opportunity to invite your friends, coworkers, and

neighbors to an introduction to our Society.  Both of these

activities help build our membership and public relations.

     In regards to service,  I am looking for members

interested in serving as the Explorer Post 110 Advisor

capacity.  Anyone interested in working with this segment

of our Society please contact me or any other member of

the Board Of Directors.

     Finally, I am looking for members willing to serve

on the nominations committee This committee is

responsible for nominating the officers of our Society for

next years term.  I am serving as chairman of this committee

and need one more member to help make these selections.

Unlike most committees this is a short term position until

the new officers are seated in January of next year.  Anyone

interested in serving in this capacity please contact me at

your earliest convenience.

Eric
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PRESIDENT’S UPDATEMinutes from the Board of Directors Meeting
by Dan Richey

The Albuquerque Astronomical
Society Board of Directors Meeting
Minutes for September 25, 2001.

The September 25, 2001 Board of
Directors (BoD) meeting of The
Albuquerque Astronomical Society
(TAAS) was called to order at 7:00PM
by President Eric Bucheit.  Other board
members present during the meeting
were: Steve Snider, Dave Brown, Ray
Collins, Nancy Davis, Pete Eschman,
Neil Goldberg, Karen Keese, Gordon
Pegue, Dan Richey, Barry Spletzer,
Judy Stanley,  and Chris Wilson.
Observers were Mike Pendley and
Jerry Cross.

Minutes
Steve Snider moved and Pete

Eschman seconded to accept the
minutes of the last BoD meeting as
printed in The Sidereal Times.  The
motion passed with one abstention.

Treasurer’s Report
Dave Brown presented the monthly

Treasurer’s report.  General funds on
deposit are $106.85.  GNTO funds on
deposit are $1672.08.  Education funds
on deposit are $787.97.  Dark Sky NM
funds on deposit are $89.36.  Explorer
Troop 110 funds on deposit are $66.99.
Broline Memorial funds on deposit are
$700.00.  Total funds on deposit are
$3423.25.  Major expenses this last
month included two months of
newsletter printing costs, and the
Robert Ortega plaque.  Donations for
the month totaled $76.05, these being
from Robert Uebelacker, Alan
Lampson and Madeline Dwyer.  Dave
Brown discussed the multiyear
membership and felt it might affect
donations, as the membership would
be paid in advance.  No decision was
reached on this subject.  The monthly
mailing of a newsletter to a
complimentary member in Chile was
discussed.  It was moved by Neil and
seconded by Steve that we continue
this mailing.  The motion passed. Continued on page 6

Correspondence
A letter from Jerry Cross to Brock

Parker was read by Eric.  The letter
dealt with the Program for Space and
Robotics 2002 to be held at the Hilton
Hotel in Albuquerque on March 17,
2002.  The organization sponsoring the
program requested that TAAS have a
table at the meeting and that there be
an Oak Flat Star Party  at the same time
as the meeting.  Judy Stanley will
follow this up with Brock and Jerry
Cross.

Eric read an article in the
Albuquerque Journal dealing with the
construction of a 65 room hotel
(Holiday Inn) west of Belen.  The zone
changes have already been approved.
It was decided that a letter would be
written by Eric to a Mr. Tabet who is
the developer of the hotel.  The letter
would address issues of light pollution.
Mr. Tabet is a recent donor of materials
that were instrumental in the 10 foot
dome construction at GNTO.

Unfinished Business
The Chaco Canyon light survey is

progressing.  Payment forms are still
pending.  This must be finished by
September 28th, or funding will be lost.

Items being discussed by the By
Laws Committee were tabled at this
time.

The committee discussing the
proposed calendar for 2002 has not yet
met.

Committee Reports
Membership

Neil reviewed the September 1st
general meeting at the Lodestar
Planetarium.  It was agreed that there
was a good turn out and that the
meeting had been most successful.

Dave Brown would like there to be
a standing item in the newsletter to
contact him about any questions
concerning membership.  This was the
result of some misunderstanding from
some new members or those who had
submitted applications.  Judy Stanley

would like a membership table
available at all school star parties.
Karen Keese would like a membership
table available at all general meetings.
Ray Collins and Dave Brown are to
finish the revised membership
application.  This application is then
to be done as a PageMaker file which
can be converted to a PDF file so that
any one can print up the forms.

Observatory
The observatory report was given

by Pete.  The GNTO committee met
on September 20th.  Eric, Ray, Jody
Forrester, Dave, Pete, Gordon Pegue
and Barry Gordon were present.  Keys
have been made for the 10 foot dome.
Training will be needed for the new
10 foot dome as its proper operation
is critical.  October 20th has been
designated as a training date at GNTO.
Level 2 and 3 training will be first in
the day, with Level 1 training to be
later.  Maintenance needs were
discussed.  It was decided that due to
the recent very active period for the
GNTO committee, a somewhat
relaxed schedule will be followed for
awhile.

Program
The upcoming general meeting

formats were discussed by Steve.  The
September 29th meeting is progressing
nicely.  Audiovisual equipment at
Regener Hall is being set up for this
meeting.  The October 27th meeting
may feature a VLA speaker, or
possibly a representative from Apache
Point.  Karen suggested that we have
a speaker at every general meeting.
She further noted that the speakers
should be engaged as early as possible
so that proper publicity can be
accomplished.  Neil suggested that
some of the speakers need not talk on
pure astronomy, but rather on related
subjects of interest to the membership.
Karen discussed the idea of having a
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UNM Report
Jay Harden, UNM Campus

Observatory coordinator
unm_coord@taas.org

November 2001
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The Sidereal Times

Article Deadline

• Board
Meeting (7 pm
@ PandA bldg.)

• School Star
Party @

   Collet Park
Elementary

Possible occulation of
Saturn  by Moon @ 17:55
MST

• GNTO
Training
Session

• GNTO

• GNTO
Meeting

• GNTO • GNTO
Leonid Meteor
Shower

• UNM

• UNM

• UNM

• UNM

• ATM Workshop
7pm, Valley HS

• ATM Workshop
7pm, Valley HS

• UNM

Planet Rise / Set (11/15/2001)
Mercury 05:42/16:24 Saturn 18:11/08:16
Venus 05:26/16:15 Uranus 12:44/23:25
Mars 12:21/22:38 Neptune 11:50/23:07
Jupiter 20:25/10:43 Pluto 07:56/18:51

11/1 06:29/17:15
11/15 06:43/17:03
11/30 06:57/16:53

(MST)

Sunrise/Sunset

School Star Parties
Judy Stanley, Education coordinator

education_coord@taas.org

Membership
Services

• All Membership Inquiries
• Update your membership infor-
mation
• Magazine subscriptions

membership@taas.org
505/275-9126 (O)

PO Box 50581  Albuquerque, NM
87181-0581

Contact Dave Brown @

• Full Moon
   @ 13:50

• Full Moon
   @ 22:42

• First Quarter
   @ 16:40

•New Moon
   @ 23:40

• Last Quarter
   @ 05:22

14 Sept:  Partly cloudy.  We had 18
viewers. Docents: Brock Parker, Jim
Lawrence, Jay Harden.

21 Sept:  Partly cloudy. We had
twelve viewers. Docents: Jim
Lawrence, Jay Harden.

28 Sept:  Clear night until 9:30.
Then it got cloudy. We had at least 50
viewers. Docents: Brock Parker, Jim
Lawrence, Sammy Lockwood, Jay
Harden.

 5 Oct:   Was quiet windy.  We had
4 viewers. The telescopes were packed
early.  Docents: Brock Parker, Sammy
Lockwood, Jim Lawrence.

• Oct. 30 - La Mesa Elem
• Nov. 27 - Collet Park Elem
• Dec. 4 - Open

November Leonid Meteor
Showers

coming to GNTO on November 17-18th

The November Leonid meteor shower
is predicted to be spectacular over the
night of November 17th and morning
of November 18th.  This date has been
scheduled as a GNTO viewing night,
so the meteor shower is extra incen-
tive to visit GNTO over this weekend.
The predicted shower occurs two days
after the new moon, so conditions
should be particularly good this time.
Although we do not have exclusive
reservations for the Leonids at GNTO,
we can offer a great venue for unob-
structed horizons, and the warmth of
the heater in the Ortega Building to
keep you going.  Please feel free to con-
tact Pete Eschman at 873-1517 (home),
277-0020 (work) or by email at
eschman@unm.edu if you need addi-
tional information on the event or how
to get to GNTO.

• NM Museum of
Natural History &
Science Sympo-
sium on Leonid
Meteors - 6:30PM

• School Star
Party Docent
Training-

    Tomasita Elem
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NOTES:
TAAS =
The Albuquerque Astronomical Society

GNTO = General Nathan Twining
Observatory.  Call Peter Eschman @ 873-1517
to confirm, or gnto@taas.org

UNM = University of New Mexico
Observatory. Call the TAAS hotline @296-0549,
or the UNM hotline @ 277-1446  to confirm, or
unm_coordinator@taas.org

ACSA =Albuquerque Coffee Shop
Astronomers. Contact Sammy for information
or visit www.taas.org and select sidewalk
astronomy

ATM = Amateur Telescope Making.  Call
Michael Pendley for information @ 296-0549,
or atm@taas.org

PandA = UNM Physics and
Astronomy.  Corner of Lomas and Yale.

ATM Workshop
by Ray Collins/Mike Pendley

The Amateur Telescope Making
workshop is now in operation.  The
workshop meets the first and third
Wednesdays of each month at Valley
High School, 1505 Candelaria—the
north side of Candelaria, just west of
12th street.  The meetings begin at 7
PM and are in Building E, room #3.
NOTE CHANGE OF SCHEDULE
FOR NOVEMBER!

TAAS UNM Observatory Viewing-
JayHarden  unm_coord@taas.org
GNTO Observing Night - Pete Eschman
gnto@taas.org
Telescope Making Class - Valley High
Ray Collins/Mike Pendley  atm@taas.org
GNTO  Committee Meeting-
Pete Eschman    gnto@taas.org
TAAS Board Meeting - Eric Bucheit
president@taas.org
TAAS General Meeting - Steve Snider
vp@taas.org
School Star Parties - Judy Stanley
education_coord@taas.org
TAAS Membership Services - Dave
Brown    membership@taas.org

Phone #’s and/or
e-mails

December 2001

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

30 31

•New Moon
   @ 17:48

• Last Quarter
   @ 16:53

• Full Moon
   @ 07:41

• First Quarter
   @ 17:57

Planet Rise / Set (12/15/2001)
Mercury 07:37/17:10 Saturn 16:00/06:07
Venus 06:31/16:20 Uranus 10:48/21:31
Mars 11:23/22:28 Neptune 09:55/20:13
Jupiter 18:15/08:35 Pluto 06:03/16:43

12/1 06:58/16:53
12/15 07:09/16:54
12/30 07:16/17:06

(MST)

Sunrise/Sunset

The Sidereal Times

Article Deadline

• TAAS
General
Meeting, 7pm,
Regener Hall

• Board
Meeting (7 pm
@ PandA bldg.)

• School Star
Party

• GNTO• GNTO
Meeting

• GNTO

• GNTO

• UNM

• UNM

• UNM

• UNM

• ATM Workshop
7pm, Valley HS

• ATM Workshop
7pm, Valley HS

• Solstice
Potluck

• Saturn
occultation by
Moon @01:42
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Continued from page 3

Kids Area at the general meetings.
This would encourage family
attendance.  Various formats were
discussed.  A school star party format
(non-telescope events) in the entry way
to Regener or at some other location
was discussed.  Judy Stanley discussed
some other options.  The possible use
of the Lodestar Planetarium was
discussed.  A committee to further look
into this subject and make
recommendations was formed.  The
committee will consist of Neil, Judy,
Karen and Mike Pendley.  Karen
discussed her idea that we need
directional signs to aid in the finding
of Regener Hall.  Possibly stanchions
from UNM could be used.

Calendar/Events
There will be a school star party at

Inez Elementary School on Tuesday
October 2nd.

There will be a school star party at
La Mesa Elementary on October 30th
(this is tentative).

Other school star party dates and
locations are :

3/19 - Navajo Elementary
4/23 - Tomasita Elementary
5/14 - Central Elementary in Belen
School star party dates are on the

TAAS web site in the Educational
Outreach section.

The “Big Bang” training session has
been rescheduled on November 6th at
Tomasita Elementary.  The session will
be from 6:30PM to 8:30PM.

GNTO training session will be
October 20th at GNTO.

New Business
Eric welcomed Karen Keese as our

newest member of the Board of
Directors.  In addition to being a
director, Karen will serve as TAAS
public relations officer.   Dan Richey
volunteered to assume the position of
Secretary of the Board for the duration
of this term.  Pete moved that Dan be
appointed Secretary of the Board.
Steve seconded the motion.  The
motion passed.  TAAS is still in need

of an advisor for the Explorer Post 110.
This will be brought up at the general
meeting.

Karen discussed the UNM
Volunteer Fair.  This is on campus on
October 11th at Dean Smith Hall.
TAAS would be allowed to have fliers
and other literature on a table.  No
booths are left for this year.  Judy
Stanley will do a flier for the school star
parties, hopefully to attract some
volunteers.  Discussion followed that
dealt with using nonmember
volunteers at TAAS events.

Karen discussed the Wild Side
Magazine.  This is a free quarterly
magazine for outdoor enthusiasts.  The
editor of this magazine did a reader
survey and found that many readers
would like articles on astronomy.
Barry Spletzer and Karen Keese will
work on this article, the deadline being
November 1st.

Pete discussed the TAAS web site.
He explained that the web site can be
used to forward e-mail to various
members.  This would enable more
simplified e-mail addresses to be used,
such as president@taas.org, instead of
the individual’s email address.  Also,
these addresses would stay the same
after the individual has left office.    The
board felt this was an excellent idea.
Pete discussed and e-mail relay offered
through the club web site.  This would
cost $5 to $10 per year.  Pete asked that
this be considered.  An update to and
the use of the all club e-mail list was
discussed.  Pete asked that Roger
Suppona be given a one year
complimentary membership in TAAS
for his help on our web site.  Neil
moved that this be done.  The motion
was seconded by Barry Spletzer and
passed unanimously.

Mike Pendley discussed various
web site uses such as on-line
membership renewal, donations and
the use of Pen Pal, a service to accept
payments on-line.  Mike will try out
this service and see how it works.  The
costs and security of this service was
discussed.

Steve moved, and Dave seconded
a motion to extend the meeting to
10:00PM.  The motion passed.

Pete mentioned that the 50/50

donation idea had not yet been
discussed with the TAAS attorney.

Gordon Pegue advised the board
that it was time to appoint a
Nomination Committee and Awards
Committee.  These committees are to
be composed of at least three members
each, and chaired by a board member.

The Nomination Committee will be
chaired by Eric, and will include Barry
Spletzer and Dave Brown.  The Awards
Committee will be chaired by Steve
Snider and will include Neil Goldberg.
Another member will be selected.  This
committee is responsible for the
Dobson Award, the Isengard Award
and the Special Service Award.

Dan reviewed newsletter deadline
and assignments.

The meeting adjourned at 9:20PM

The Albuquerque Astronomical
Society (TAAS) will host a lecture on
meteors and cosmic dust at UNM’s
Regener Hall on Saturday, October 27.
The program begins at 7:00 p.m.

Frans Rietmeijer PhD, of UNM’s
Institute of Meteoritics, will present the
lecture, entitled “The Leonids’ Meteor
and Interplanetary Dust Connection”.
The lecture precedes the annual return
of the Leonid meteor shower in mid-
November, which this year is expected
to provide a spectacular display in
New Mexico of between 2,500 and
4,200 meteors per hour at its peak on
November 18.

Professor Rietmeijer was educated
in the Netherlands, and prior to joining
UNM in 1986, worked at NASA’s
Johnson Space Center as one of the first
scientists in the United States to study
interplanetary dust particles that are
collected in the Earth’s lower
stratosphere. A geologist by training,
Professor Rietmeijer currently studies
the mineral and chemical composition
of the solar system dust from which
the planets, asteroids and comets were
formed, as well as the mineralogical
information that can be extracted from
meteor observations.

October 27
General Meeting

by Karen Keese
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Membership Current Past Change
                   Month     Month

Regular 210 209 1
Family 61 63 -2
Educational 28 31 -3
Total Paid 299 303 -4
Honorary 4 3 1
Complimentary 8 8 0
Total Members 311 314 -3

September 29, 2001 General Meeting

Our 9/29/01 general meeting began with a moment of silence in honor of
the victims and affected families of the September 11, 2001 attack on the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon.  After announcements, Eric introduced Bruce
Levin.  Bruce in turn introduced Jeff Bender, Allison Schuler, Lyman Sandy, and
Ted Schuler-Sandy.  He then started his presentation – the Solar Eclipse of June
21, 2001 as viewed in Africa.

The audience was treated to a well-developed description of the mechanics
of solar eclipses, an impressive array of overheads and colorful slides, and two
great videotapes of the event.  Although the duration of totality was less than 4
minutes, it was apparent that the participants at the eclipse site appreciated
this spectacle of nature.  The Diamond Ring Effect, Bailey’s Beads, the solar
corona, prominences, and the darkened sky with visible planets and stars all
contributed to an unforgettable experience.

Questions and Answers were then exchanged.  Bruce both made TAAS
history and delighted all the romantics in the room when he knelt on one knee
and proposed to Elisheva Crowell - she accepted!  This is the first time anyone
has publicly made an offer of marriage at a TAAS General Meeting.  The
Diamond Ring Effect must have inspired Bruce.  Congratulations to the happy
couple – the wedding is tentatively planned for June 2002.

The meeting concluded with our social hour and ended at 9:20 PM.

by Dave Brown
Monthly Membership Report (September)

TAAS General Meeting
by Steve Snider
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Reprinted by permission from www.Losmandy.com

Admittedly, the following is clearly not on any
astronomical topic whatsoever.  However ...

Recently, there have been a few raised eyebrows — to
say nothing of unkind remarks — in response to my use of
the term “disirregardless”.

Allow me to explain.
As should be fairly obvious to anyone having anything

more than a nodding acquaintance with our mother tongue,
the term “regardless” is, in and of itself, a negative —
meaning “without regard” or “having no regard”.  It thus
appears, quite appropriately, in such locutions as “forging
ahead regardless of consequences” and “knowing the risks,
they pushed on regardless”.

However, much as we may deplore the fact, we do seem
to live in a time and place where shorter — even pithy —
words are routinely and cavalierly abandoned in favor of
polysyllabic substitutes (the careful reader might even
discern one or two examples in this very treatise).  As a
result, all too often, we encounter the abomination
“irregardless” replacing the correct term “regardless”.

Consider what this means.  Since the “ir” prefix is a

negation, and the word “regardless”, as noted above, is
already a negative, what we wind up with is a double
negative — a negation of a negation.  As a result, under the
long established rules of the English language, if the term
“irregardless” has any meaning at all, it must mean “having
(at least some) regard for” — which is exactly the opposite
of what the misguided users of this term intend to express.

My solution to this fairly serious dilemma is, at one and
the same time, both simple and elegant (it is also, in my
humble opinion, quite ingenious — but the word “both”
imposes a limit of just two adjectives).  The term
“disirregardless” is obviously a triple negative —
admittedly rather rare, but nonetheless useful.  For the
polysyllable devotee, it offers a satisfying five syllables,
rather than the niggardly three of “regardless”, a very
handsome increase of 67%.  And, indisputably, the triple
negation gets us back to the original meaning of “without
regard” or “having no regard”, usually intended where
“irregardless” is used.

 It is obviously a clear case of having your cake and
eating it too — the opportunity to incorporate superfluous
syllables while still saying what you mean, rather than the
opposite.  In the spirit of service to humanity, I hereby offer
it — free of charge, no strings attached — to all authors,
present and future, of English prose.

Disirregardless
by Barry Gordon
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TAAS Hot Line Phone Number is 296-0549

GNTO News & Views
by Pete Eschman

no additional cost, if it is done at the same time as
the primary mirror.

We scheduled October 20th as a GNTO training
day.  The plan is for level II and III training to
take place starting around 2:00 in the afternoon,
with level I training starting around 5:30pm.
Details of the planned training session will be
posted to TAAS-L listserv.  The evening of Octo-
ber 20th is a GNTO observing night and the fami-
lies of the folks who contributed to the concrete
work and construction materials for the new
dome have been invited to attend.

The final committee meeting topic was fund rais-
ing for GNTO, and we discussed renewing our
proposal to Intel as well as a project to use TAAS
member photos and CCD images in a screen
saver.

The construction work party for the 10-foot dome

The GNTO committee met on September 20th and
committee members present included Dave Brown, Eric
Bucheit, Ray Collins, Jodie Forester, and Gordon Pegue,
with Barry Gordon serving as our designated observer.

We started of with a status report on the very successful
Equinox picnic and Robert Ortega Building dedication.  The
event was well attended, with at least 22 Ortega family
members who enjoyed the picnic and Ortega Building
dedication.  Sky conditions did not permit any viewing in
the early evening, but the Ortega family has a standing
invitation to return whenever conditions are better for great
views through the Isengard.

The next meeting topic was the 10-foot dome, which
has been completed and is located over the Astrophysics
pier.  Thanks go out to all the folks that helped bring this
project to completion, including the many volunteers who
helped with the work parties, and the donors who made
this project possible.  The major donors include the Air
Force Technology Transfer Division for the dome itself,
Waycor concrete for a truck load of concrete, our own Ray
Collins, for the dome support wall, and Tabet Lumber of
Belen, for steel and miscellaneous materials used in the
concrete slabs.

Keys have been made to match the locks on the new
dome, and we are now learning the ins and outs of shutter
operation, and looking forward to first light for the new
dome at GNTO in the near future.  The plan will be to
operate the dome in manual mode at first, then integrate
the electric drive motors in the future.  The shutter operation
requires care and proper technique, so this will be a topic
of training sessions in the future.

The final committee meeting topic was fund raising for
GNTO.  Because Intel has completed their donations for
this year, we will renew our grant proposal with them early
next year.  Karen is also checking on other potential donors.
We also have a project underway to use TAAS member
photos and CCD images in a screen saver.

Karen got some good publicity for GNTO with an article
in the October 3rd News-Bulletin, which covers the Valencia
county area.  The article revisited a press release that Karen

had prepared on the new Astrophysics dome construction,
and highlighted the various donors that made the project
possible.  The action photo of the concrete work was a
nice touch in the article.

Thanks Karen, for the valuable local publicity!

October 6th marked a semiofficial GNTO night.  I say
semiofficial, because the date ping-ponged back and forth
between Oak Flat and GNTO, depending on the calendar
you used.  I headed to the observatory to do a little work
on the Astrophysics dome.  As sunset approached, Karen
Keese and new TAAS members Ed and Ina Blair showed
up.  Although clouds persisted, we were able to give Ed
and Ina some viewing chances through the rapidly shifting
“sucker holes”.  We could never get a clear shot at any
alignment stars for the NGC-MAX guide computer, so we
ended up using the Isengard’s telrad for pointing at objects.
By mid evening, things pretty well clouded in, so we
headed home.

I have scheduled November 10th as a GNTO training
day.  The plan is for level II and III training to take place
starting around 3:00 in the afternoon, with level I training
starting around 5:30pm.  Details of the planned training
session will be posted to TAAS-L listserv.  The evening of
November 10th is a GNTO observing night so you will have
a chance to practice your newfound skills on the Isengard
and Astrophysics telescopes.  A 6” dobsonian reflector with
very good optics is also available for use at GNTO.

November 17th falls two days after new moon.  The
November Leonid meteor shower is predicted to be
spectacular over the night of November 17th and morning
of November 18th, so this will be an added incentive to
visit GNTO this weekend.

General GNTO reminders: Several rattlesnakes have
been seen on GNTO property, so please keep your eyes
and ears open for them. Remember that if you are the last
one out of GNTO, please close the gate, and hook the top
wire over the nail so the cattle can not dislodge the gate.

GNTO committee meetings are open to all interested
TAAS members.  We meet on Thursdays, usually one week
before the TAAS general meeting.  Everyone is welcome
to contribute at committee meetings.  If you have questions
about access and availability of GNTO, please contact me
(Pete Eschman, at eschman@unm.edu, home phone: 873-
1517, work phone: 277-0020.)  I look forward to seeing you
soon at your observatory.
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With the avalanche of supernovae being found with fully automatic searches these days, often by amateurs, requiring
expensive equipment, it is salutary that an important supernova can still be found visually from a back verandah, and in
a sky seriously restricted by buildings and trees.

As most southern observers know, NGC 1365 is the great barred spiral galaxy in Fornax.  Because it probably belongs
to a small cluster of galaxies in that constellation (all the other galaxies being ellipticals), parts of this galaxy were
studied in detail with the Hubble space Telescope, looking for cepheid variables.  This study produced a distance estimation
of sixty million light years for the galaxy, and the cluster.

The first supernova to be found in this galaxy was SN1957C.  It was found by H. S. Gates, with the Palomar 18 inch
Schmidt telescope, was of sixteenth magnitude at discovery, and no spectra of this supernova were ever taken, so its
type was never known.  The supernova may have been much brighter before it was found.  Gates was one of the
assistants helping Dr. Fritz Zwicky at the California Institute of Technology, in his pioneering studies of supernovae.

The second supernova in this galaxy was SN1983V.  It was my fourth visual discovery for that year, and the sixth
overall.  It was a late evening discovery, at about 14th magnitude, and was found a few days before maximum light.
Verification of the discovery was made by Tom Cragg, then living on Siding Spring Mountain, and using his own telescope.
Then Tom went up the short distance to see the observers using the Anglo-Australian Telescope, Dr. Michael Dopita, and
a student.  They were able to use their spectrograph on the new object, revealing a strange kind of spectrum.  Later, this
supernova was classed a type 1c, although this class had not been recognized at the time of this discovery.  It was one of
several supernovae around that time which helped to lead to the definition of the new class.

Now, SN2001du has appeared, and was discovered with my 31cm dobson-style newtonian, about 3:30AM local time
on August 25 (Aug 24.7UT), several hours after a first-quarter moon had set.  First light was due about 5:20AM.  People
who might be called upon to verify a discovery do not always like to be got out of bed at that time on a winter’s morning.
Peter Marples and Greg Bock, in the southern suburbs of Brisbane, provided the verification, using Greg’s new
computerized alt-az 25cm Schmidt-cass telescope and CCD.  A very short exposure was made to verify the discovery,
and to achieve an “exact position” for the new star.  Peter and Greg are leaders of the Southern Astronomical Society.
With their help, a verified discovery and exact position were reported to the Central Bureau within a few hours of the
supernova being first seen.

The magnitude estimates raise a problem depending upon the size of telescope being used.  The first estimates were
14.0 and 14.1, which might have been a bit generous.  14.5 and 14.6 were more general estimates by several amateurs,
and by one of two professionals.  However, professional astronomers doing photometry with large telescopes estimated
the brightness between 15.0 and 15.2.  Visually, an object fainter the 15.0 should have been much harder for me to see
than was actually the case.  This illustrates the fact that judging the brightness of stars mixed with galaxy fuzz can be
very difficult.

Spectra were obtained later at the McDonald Observatory in Texas.  The weather in Chile was not good.  The spectra
showed that the new supernova was of type 2, and of the “plateau” variety.  the supernova is at the western end of the
famous bar, on top of some bright parts of the NW spiral arm.

Dr. Nick Suntzeff of the Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory has informed us that this supernova will be watched
by the professionals as closely as possible, with the aim of using the Baade-Wesselink method to measure its distance.
This was the method used to measure the distance to SN1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud, and to a number of other
very nearby supernovae.  In this way they hope to see how the distance estimation derived from the supernova compares
with the distance of the cepheids measured with the HST.  This method of measuring distance can be performed with a
type 2 supernova, although it is not as accurate as is achievable with a type 1a supernova.  Yet it will be a useful tool in
painting the overall picture of the distances of the galaxies, and the scale of the universe.

Rev. Robert Evans
bobevans@pnc.com.au

Visual Discovery of Supernova in NGC 1365
by Robert Evans

Robert Evans is an honorary member of TAAS, living in Australia.  At present he has 34 visual discoveries of supernovae, mostly
found with“backyard” style telescopes, plus 4 found photographically, and a comet.  Asteroid 3032 was named for him.  He recently
retired after more than thirty years as a parish minister.  Apart from astronomy, his interests include studying and writing about
evangelical revival movements in different parts of the world.  Ed.
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Jackie Diehl, White Sands Star Party President,
briefs the “troops”.

Pop-up tent trailers were the
“hotel” of choice for Astronomers
at the White Sands Star Party.

On the first morning of the 2001
White Sands Star Party, a giant black
monolith mysteriously appeared in
the dunes by the camp.

2001 White Sands Star Party III

Photos by Sammy Lockwood

 September 21 - 23  The Alamogordo Astronomy
Club and the Space Hall of Fame hosted a star party
at White Sands National Monument.  This effort
helped raised funds for Project Astro New Mexico.
This is the third year for the event.

 Over 112 families, school groups, amateur and
professional astronomers and astronomy
enthusiasts descended on the Dunes of the White
Sands for this popular event.  Most camped out in
“Area 19” for the entire weekend!  This is quite a
privilege as overnight camping is not allowed in
the park.

Friday and Saturday Nights the park was  open
to the  general public until 11:00 pm.  Over 300
people attend the  keynote talks and public
viewing.

by Sammy Lockwood, Brock Parker & Judy Stanley

John  W. Briggs & Jack Dembicky
representing the national Solar Observatory
and Apache Point Observatory were the
evenings’ keynote speakers.  Each night a
“tour of the autumn skies”  talk was  given
by the White Sands chief interpreter John
Mangimeli.

Mini-Workshops were held at the
Hubbard Space Science Education Building.
Tours  were a big part of this event and
included a trip to the NASA National Orbital
Debris Observatory, Liquid Mirror Telescope
in Cloudcroft,  The National Solar
Observatory, Apache Point Observatory, The
International  Space Hall of Fame, and The

Clyde Tombaugh Imax Theater.
Saturday morning campers were

awakened by the booming music from
“2001 a Space Odyssey” and a strange
black monolith rising out of the white sand
dunes.  Sunday morning all campers were
treated to breakfast burritos.  Sliding down
the dunes on waxed snow pans were
among some of the favorite daytime
activities.

The skies were beautiful, the conditions
near perfect.  Next years’ event is
scheduled for Sept. 6th, mark your
calendars!
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I am pleased to be serving as your Public Relations
Director for the remainder of the year. I know I have big
shoes to fill—Sammy Lockwood has, by all accounts, done
a terrific job promoting the Society and its events for the
last several years. Sammy will tell you that he “had no idea
how to do it”, but I’m not buying this. We clearly owe him
many thanks for his dedication, his generosity, and the
media relationships he has carefully cultivated, and I’d
personally like to thank him for his support and
encouragement.

I may have the nifty title at the moment, but the truth is,
in an organization like ours that depends on member and
donor dollars to exist, each and every member plays a
critical role in public relations. Perhaps this is obvious, but
I think it bears saying once:  public relations is not just about
sending out press releases. When you haul your scope to a
school star party, when you mount a TAAS license plate on
your car, when you amaze your co-workers by describing
the mirror you are grinding, and when you make a point
of introducing yourself to a new face at a general meeting,
you are creating an impression of TAAS and you are doing
public relations. OK, we might not read about it in the
newspaper the next day, but you are creating a powerful
word-of-mouth buzz when you are openly enthusiastic
about astronomy, your stargazing activities, and TAAS. It
seems to me that the most exciting things that could happen
as a result of heightened public awareness of TAAS would
be that we would pack Regener Hall and that we would
have more membership inquiries than we could handle
(Dave Brown is plotting my demise as he reads this). So,
bottom line, don’t be shy about your nocturnal ways—
spread the word wherever you go!

What’s new on the PR front? Barry Spletzer is busy
working on a feature article on winter astronomy that will
appear in Wild Side Magazine, a free publication for outdoor
enthusiasts. The issue will be on the racks from November
15 to March 1—be sure to pick up your copy. Judy Stanley
designed a flyer promoting docent volunteer opportunities
at our school star parties, which was distributed at the UNM
Volunteer Fair on October 11. Also, I have expanded our
press release distribution list to include some of the smaller
specialty and community newspapers in the greater
Albuquerque area. I’d especially like to expand the list to
include non-media organizations and individuals who
would be interested in our activities, for example, our
friends at Chaco, other area astronomy clubs, local
astronomy teachers, etc. This is where I need your help—
please send me any suggestions you have for additions to
this list. Those of you who work for larger organizations,
let me know if you have a company newsletter or intranet

that would post event-related press releases for employees’
information. Finally, if you ever have an idea or inspiration
for promoting TAAS, no matter how wacky you think it
might be, please email me at pr@taas.org. All ideas will be
given serious consideration.

TAAS is such a fun organization with a great blend of
members and a really worthwhile mission; let’s work
together to continue raising our profile in the community.

This is an open invitation to attend a mini-symposium
on “Leonid Storm Meteors and Fireballs”.

During the early morning on November 18 this year,
the Leonids are predicted to provide a spectacular display
with possibly anywhere between 2,500 and 4,200 meteors
per hour at the peak of the storm that will occur over the
western US, including New Mexico.

We don’t want this event to pass unnoticed. Therefore,
on Tuesday, November 13, from 6:30 to 9.00 p.m. the New
Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science in
Albuquerque is hosting a mini-symposium on “Leonid
Storm Meteors and Fireballs”.

The Institute of Meteoritics of the University of New
Mexico is organizing this event that will feature several
renowned speakers and spectacular video recordings of
Leonid fireballs.

Prof. Peter Brown from the University of Western
Ontario will be the keynote speaker of this public event
with a lecture entitled “Leonid Meteors and Fireballs”. Prof.
Frans Rietmeijer at the University of New Mexico will
address the relationships among “Fireballs, Meteors,
Meteorites and Cosmic Dust”. Dr. Jack Drummond at the
Kirtland Air Force Base will talk about “Leonid Persistent
Trains” and Mr. Dick Spalding will discuss “Fireball and
Meteor Frequencies”..

A door fee of two dollars will be charged for adults.
Admission for children under 16 is free.

We hope to see you at this event,

The Organizers:

Drs. Rhian Jones and Frans Rietmeijer (e-mail:
fransjmr@unm.edu)

Getting the Message Out
by Karen Keese

Special Announcement
The New Mexico Museum

of Natural History and Science
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TAAS Picture Gallery
Provide your own captions.
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For Sale:  Help.  I  bought another
scope and need to sell my Meade 16"
Dob.  Includes Telrad  finder, 6x30
finder, JMI Phase 3 focuser, Magellan
I  computer, eye piece. Scope has been
reinforced for better handling and
tracking.  $1500.00 Interested, call
Larry Cash at 505-299-4686 or
lcash16@home.com
For Sale:  Laser Collimator.  2 inch
diameter Astro-Systems unit (with
manual) in perfect condition, 1.5 years
old.  Available for $90, compared to
retail price of $165.  Contact Bob at
298-0977 or lagassebob@hotmail.com.

For Sale:  17" Safari Truss Tube Type
Dobsonian Telescope with Starbeam
pointer, 2" Tectron focuser and more;
Celestron 8" SCT Telescope,
f/10, 2000mm focal length, complete
with wedge mount and motor drive,
tripod, Telrad, 2" mirror diagonal, tri-
pod tray and dew shield; Televue
eyepieces; finder scopes; Easy Guider;
drive corrector; a bunch of ATM stuff
and much, much more! Call Julia
Green @ 281-6651 for details.
For Sale:  Astronomy Books -
Burnham’s Celestial Handbook, 3 vol-

Please note that the deadline for the
December 2001 issue of The SiderealThe SiderealThe SiderealThe SiderealThe Sidereal

TimesTimesTimesTimesTimes will be Friday November  16th,
as the finished manuscript must be at
the printers on Monday, November
19th so that you will receive it by the
following Saturday.  My email address
is editor@taas.org.  Thanks as always
for your interesting articles and your
cooperation.

For Sale:  I have several mirror blanks
and grinding compound that I would
like to sell.  I have six-4 in. blanks, one-
6 in. blank, two-12.5 blanks and one-
16 in. blank. If you know of anyone
who might be interested in buying
them I am asking six hundred dollars
for everything. I would also be will-
ing to sell them  separately.
I live just south of Belen, New Mexico.
If you know anyone who would be
interested in this please have them
email me, Craig Warwick.at
mailto:craigwarwick@msn.com>craigwarwick@msn.com
or call me at 505-864-0052.

(505) 281-4864.
For Sale:  A Must Have For  Stargaz-
ers.  Fujinon FMT-SX 16 x 70 astro-
nomical binoculars. Superb  optics-
used very little-like new. New from
Focus  Camera in NY is $650.  My price
$475 with tripod adaptor. Ross at 883-
3745.  Or e-mail ross 3871m @ altavista
.com
For Sale:  20 inch f/5 Obsession truss
tube Dob. Superb Nova with QSP 96%
enhanced primary, Endurobright sec-
ondary, NGH 2” focuser. TeleVue 7mm
& 13mm Naglers, TeleVue 22mm &
35mm panoptics & filters in padded
case. Laser collimator, Telrad & opti-
cal wide-field finders, light shroud,
Green Bull platform ladder, Deluxe
coated Sky Atlas 2000.0, loading ramp.
All barely 3 years old. $6,900.
Call Ed at 897-4614 or 220-4428 or:
EdDziczek@aol.com

by Dan Richey
Note from the Editor

TAAS
Mail Bag

Hi All,
There will be a private star party

on Friday, October 19th at GNTO
(weather permitting) for a group of
prospective members. This is not a
TAAS event!

Most of the attendees are college
age and are very enthusiastic about
astronomy! Several of them have been
begging me for a long tine to take them
down to GNTO or any venue with a
telescope. I finally have the time!

There will be about twenty people
who will arrive with me in a caravan
at sundown (6:27PM). If anyone can
help, I would appreciate it. This is a
good opportunity to boost
membership.
George

Classified Ads

For Sale: 10 in. Meade LX-200 tele-
scope, F/10, 26mm Meade Plossl eye-
piece, 2x Meade barlow lens. Scope is
5 years old, but has seen little use, and
is in excellent condition. $1500.00 firm.
Please call Nick at 505-797-0118, or e-
mail at  misfitnick2@hotmail.com
For Sale: Televue Genesis sdf           re-
fractor.  Gibraltar Mount. Starbeam,
Powermate, Everbrite, Nagler 7mm.
Extras.  Less than 15 hours use.  Like
new.  Paid $3600.  Asking $3100.  Call
505-266-0262.  Dave Dettmann Sr.
dolcetto@compuserve.com.
For Sale: 105mm (4.1”) f/5.6
Astrophysics refractor with a 2.7”
focuser.  The sale package includes a
2.5” extension barrel, 2” and 1.25”
eyepiece adapters, and a custom
padded carrying case.  The package
also includes an Astrophysics 400E
(German Equatorial) head with
factory-installed optical encoders with
a hand controller.  The head couples
to an adjustable hardwood tripod.
Rechargeable battery-pack also
included. I will also include a full-
aperture solar filter from Thousand
Oaks.  This scope has been used only
a dozen times or so, and is in pristine
condition.  Purchased new in 1997, the
total package was in excess of $5000.
Will sell for $4000.  Please contact John
Wise at (505) 890-1960 between 7:00-
9:00 PM.
For Sale:  Meade 16" F4.5 dob
telescope, Telrad, Magellan I computer
with Meade 4000 9.7 and 26mm eye
pieces.  Excellent deep sky performer!
Only 1 year old.  This is a big, heavy
scope. Paid $1195 for scope and $295
for computer.  Will sell all for $1100.
Call Harry @ 286-5491.
 For Sale:  Celestron 6" achro refractor
with CG5 mount.  Superb optics.
Stunning planetary and deep sky
performance.  Comes with an 8X50
finder, 20mm eyepiece, 1.25" diagonal
and 2x Barlow.  Only 5 months old.
Selling to finance an Astro-Physics.
Harry441@juno.com
For Sale:  Celestron Firstscope 114.  4.5"
Newtonian with German         equato-
rial mount/tripod, finderscope, two
eyespieces (10mm and 20mm) and all
literature.  Two years old, excellent
condition.  $250.00 OBO.  Call Rena,

Green Estate Sale

Continued on page 15
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—SOCIETY STAFF—

ume set; Uranometria 2000.0, 2 volume
set; Beyond The Solar system: 100 Best
Deep-skyObjects by David Eicher;
Space Shots by Timothy Ferris; Deep
Sky Objects, APhotographic Guide by
Jack Newton; Observing Variable
Stars, A Guide for the Beginner by
David Levy; Astrophotography by
Barry Gordon and many more. For
more information call Julia Green @
281-6651.

President Eric Bucheit 771-9050 (H) president@taas.org
Vice President/General Meeting Coordinator Steve Snider 867-0041 (H) vp@taas.org
Secretary/Newsletter Editor Dan Richey 293-3983 (H) secretary@taas.org editor@taas.org
Treasurer/Membership Services Dave Brown 275-9126 (O) treasurer@taas.org membership@taas.org
Director/ATM Coordinator Ray Collins 344-9686 (H) atm@taas.org
Director Nancy Davis 277-1243 (W) Nancy@taas.org
Director/Observatory Director Pete Eschman 87 3-1517 (H) gnto@taas.org
Director/Telescope Curator Randall Gauntt 293-3410 (H) telescope_loans@taas.org
Director/Membership Neil Goldberg 798-1958 (H) Neil@taas.org
Director Gordon Pegue 332-2591 (H) Gordon@taas.org
Director/Public Relations Karen Keese 261-0040 (C) pr@taas.org
Director Barry Spletzer 294-4601 (H) Barry@taas.org
Director/Education Liaison Judy Stanley 838-2950 (H) education_coord@taas.org
Director Chris Wilson 821-1640 (H) Chris@taas.org

Board of Directors - board@taas.org Telephone Email Address

Events Coordinator Vacant events_coord@taas.org
TAAS Archivist Pat Appel 292-0463 (H) archivist@taas.org
TAAS Librarian Dawn Gray 856-2054 (H) librarian@taas.org
TAAS Web Master/ATM Coordinator Michael Pendley 296-0549 (H) webmaster@taas.org atm@taas.org
UNM Campus Observatory Coordinator Jay Harden 296-0537 (H) unm_coord@taas.org
Explorer Post 110 President Ted Schuler-Sandy 856-7450 (H) post110_pres@taas.org
Explorer Post 110 Advisor Vacant post110_advisor@taas.org

Astro Equipment for Sale:  Meade
12.5" f4.8 Dob ($675), Orion 10mm
Ultrascopic eyepiece ($61), Meade    se-
ries 3000 eyepieces, TheSky v5 soft-
ware ($180), full aperture Orion solar
filter for a 12.5” scope ($100), Baush &
Lomb Discoverer Telescope 60mm 15-
60x zoom ($160), roll-up table, color fil-
ter set, storage case, books.  All pro-
ceeds go to Robert Ortega’s family.
More details and prices at http://
w w w. u n m . e d u / ~ e s c h m a n /
astrostuff.htm.  Contact Pete Eschman
at 873-1517 (home), 277-0020 (work) or
by email at eschman@unm.edu

ROO Estate Sale

Free Telescope Offer

Some restrictions apply.  Offer valid for current TAAS members.
Offer is first come first served.  Late comers will be put on a waiting list.

Neither TAAS nor the telescope curators will be held liable for any lost sleep or other
problems arising from the use of TAAS scopes. Borrowers are required to enjoy the

telescopes.

★

★

★What’s that?  Did you say Free?  That’s right FREE!
Any TAAS member can use this coupon  to borrow a TAAS telescope.

 Call Randall Gauntt at 293-3410 or telescope_loans@taas.org and receive a
loaner

telescope absolutely free.  You can choose from scopes with apertures ranging
from 6” to 13”.  Call soon because they’ll be going fast!
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MEMBERSHIP:  You may request a member-
ship application by calling the Hotline or by
sending e-mail to membership@taas.org.
Applications may also be downloaded from the
Web site.  Annual dues to The Albuquerque
Astronomical Society are $30/year for a full
membership and $15/year for a full time
student (High School or less) membership.
Additional family members may join  for $5/
each (student and family memberships are not
eligible to vote on society matters).  New
member information packets can be down-
loaded from the website or requested        from
the TAAS Membership Services Director at
membership@taas.org  You may send your dues
by mail to our newsletter return address with
your check written out to The Albuquerque As-
tronomical Society or give your check to the
Treasurer  at the next meeting.

MAGAZINES:  Discount magazine subscrip-
tions to Sky and Telescope  and Astronomy  as well
as discounts on books from Sky Publishing
Corporation are available when purchased by
TAAS members through our society.  Include
any of the above magazine renewal mailers and
subscription payments as part of your renewal
check.  Make checks out to TAAS (we will com-
bine and send one check to the publisher). Warn-
ing: publishers take several months to process
magazine subscriptions.

NEWSLETTER ARTICLES/ADVERTISE-
MENTS:  Articles, personal astronomical clas-
sified advertisements and business card size ad-
vertisements for businesses related to astronomy
must be submitted by the deadline shown on
the Society calendar (generally the Saturday
near the new Moon)  Rates for commercial ads
(per issue) are $120 per page, $60 per half page,

$30 per quarter page.  The newsletter editor re-
serves the right to include and/or edit any ar-
ticle or advertisement.   E-mail attachments in
Microsoft Word, 10 point Palatino, justified, .25
inch indent at paragraph beginning, no spaces
between paragraphs is preferred.   ASCII and
RTF are acceptable.  One column is approxi-
mately 350 words.  Contact the Newsletter
Editor at editor@taas.org  for more information.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:  Note that T h eT h eT h eT h eT h e
Sidereal  TimesSidereal  TimesSidereal  TimesSidereal  TimesSidereal  Times is mailed at a nonprofit organi-
zation bulk mail rate.  As a result, the newslet-
ter will NOT be forwarded to your new address
should you move!!  Please provide the Database
Manager with your new mailing address to en-
sure that you receive your newsletter.

NONPROFIT ORG.
U.S. POSTAGE

PAID
ALBUQUERQUE, NM

PERMIT NO. 352

TAAS LIBRARY:  Please contact the Librarian
at librarian@taas.org or 856-2054 to check out
a book or make a contribution.

TAAS on the World Wide Web:

http://www.taas.org
http://www.taas.org/download
taas@www.taas.org
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